
 
 

2D Global Executive Summary 2019 

Introduction 

The 2D Global platform is purpose built to fill an immediate requirement in the industry. 

"Patrick,   

we have several positive updates. 

Legal has cleared 2D Global for participation and I’m also following up with good news from the Editorial 

Committee.  Because of your prominent position in the nano-tech field--and the diversity and quality of the 

companies you work with--the Committee has suggested we consider a half-hour “Nanotech” episode.  A half-hour, 

it is felt, would be more appropriate to cover the depth and breadth of this amazing frontier—and the significant 

contributions to quality-of-life that you are making a reality." 

  

     " The 2D Global story proposal was very well received. The creative director agreed that 2D Global’s leadership 

in the graphene and nano-technology space will make an exciting story that will resonate well with the higher-

educated CNBC and international viewing audiences.     Overall, the team felt that the 2D Global story—of leading 

exploration of the nano-technology frontier of the future with impactful technology that is improving quality of life 

today—will make a compelling business, technology, and environmental story with national and international 

interest." 

July 17, 2019 email from CNBC creative team regarding a popular new prime-time tech series. 

 

“As a Versarien shareholder, I witnessed Patrick come on board and immediately demonstrate a work rate of 

phenomenal performance. His results speak for themselves, and his hero status well deserved. Breaking through in 

the US was hugely significant for the organization, and Patrick has been key to this.” 

Key Versarien shareholder 

“Patrick had a huge impact on the US expansion of Versarien by leveraging his network of relationships at major 

companies built up over the last 30 years to understand problems they were trying to solve with existing projects and 

identify where the Versarien graphene products could uniquely help them. He was able to achieve in 90 days what 

no other 2D materials company has figured out in years which resulted in numerous collaborations across 

applications and the first graphene orders for Versarien in the USA for applications in the oil and gas exploration 

sector. In short, he is an impact player! “ 

Founding tech company Shareholder 

 

We can offer a personal bio and nearly 900 public references and testimonies via 

www.Linkedin.com/PatrickAbbott1 and www.VisitGMES.com. 

The time is now! The nano technology and 2D materials marketspace continue to be distracted with 

misinformation, hype and lack of accurate navigational processes to efficiently assist clients who wish to 

invest development effort into the use of these technologies. At 2D Global, we offer the answers to the 

questions yet to be asked.  

One Imagined: Now Reality. 

http://www.linkedin.com/PatrickAbbott1
http://www.visitgmes.com/


 
 

By Client Request, a single sourced platform to assist clients in navigating 

the world of 2D materials @ 2DGlobal.com 

The speed of innovation is raising the bar for quality and performance. We CONNECT science-based 

solutions that keep you on the cutting edge.  

Our goal is to help our clients identify the target need, evaluate the potential options and match the correct 

technology for success. 

2D Global has a long standing and deep reaching relationship with single & multi-dimensional material 

providers, offering technical resources and solutions for today's growing demand.  

We have limited the information on this site due to the sensitivity of these relationships. 

Our strongest asset is not a web site, that can be copied or available for counterfeit, but it is our on-site 

face-to-face impact with your technical, executive and purchasing teams. 

We leverage our years of industry knowledge related to polymers, pigments, additives, formulation, 

evaluation, testing, sales, marketing and multi-dimensional materials distribution.  

Our immediate and direct impact can be seen in the home page testimonies from partners, clients and 

company shareholders. 

 

  I am excited that I have been asked to coordinate the formation of an entity that will pull the resources, 

product variations, process variations, applications diversity, testing resources and best of all reduced 

overall cost to the end use client. My presence in the advanced materials industry, client service, 

established certified lab facilities, and proximity to advanced University 2D, advanced materials & 

graphene programs, make this a #WIN for the information starved North American market. Learning 

from the past industry technology missteps of CNTs, silicones and others, dozens of clients have 

demanded this "Call to Action" in offering the worlds new "Wonder Material", Forbes.  

 

In the recent words of one top three global company:  "..this is category changing.." We believe that 

GRAPHENE and like materials will become the base building blocks of our world.  This is very exciting 

for the USA and North American market, offering product, scale up, capacity, variety, development, 

technology, consulting, certification, lower overall costs, and real time delivery options. 
 

In the world of single & multi-dimensional material, there is no "one size fits all" option, nor a single 

source company to offer the full platform or product characterization. 

 

 

With over 30 years of specialty chemicals technical, sales, marketing and distribution experience, 2D 

Global can help your company navigate the over-whelming process for project assessment, product 

evaluation, testing, maximization, scale, cost, performance and reliable supply.  Spectators say this is 

"disruptive tech" we say "Transitional." 

 

 

"Saving the world, one ATOM at a time..." 

 

 



 
 

 

A Graphene high level view clearly displays the need for client guidance:

 

 

The most interesting information to identify in these industry estimates is in CAGR (2018-2019) 

line #4 tables 3 & 4 comparison. 

Under the category of others, we find that the market estimate by applications in growth is 20.9%, 

and the USD in M is 20.4%.  If you compare this number and the extremely small delta over years, 

against the other categories, we find that there is virtually NO price erosion for these unique 

applications products.  Expanded market updates are available.  

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS: 

• Access to top level lab and evaluation facilities 

• Access to top level formulation resources 

• Twenty-seven current agreements with suppliers and providers 

• Over thirty years of developed “book of business” in the industry 

• Sales, marketing and distribution resources 

• Offset options for XX identified aging additives in excess of $240 M USD annual sales 

• Unique University and Client collaborations 

• Unmatched government and client access pathways 

• Decades of client intimacy and confidence 

• Estimated consulting fees only CFY $XXXk USD 

• Current structure formed August 1, 2019 

FORECAST HIGHLIGHTS: 

• Potential for an estimated $XXM USD in transitional business within in 30 months 

• Currently XXX clients contacted, XX projects engaged, multiple commitments 

• Potential for approximately $XXXM USD within 60 months 

• Complete Xcel list of XXXX targets, detailed information available 

• $XX M USD growth created for XXXXXX in 2017 

• First US based commercial order created for XXXXXXX in 2019 

• Base commercial commission structure XX%/XX years 

• This program is BY CLIENT REQUEST 

“Patrick, your visit today has allowed our global teams to save months, if not years of research. By 

understanding our targets and directing us in the correct choice of product, technology and formulation, 

you have streamlined our process significantly. Your service is invaluable…..” XXXXXX, Business 

Development Leader, and staff for XXXXXX. 

“Having just begun working with Pat, I am especially impressed with his grasp of business strategy and 

his boundless energy and enthusiasm. His ability to build relationships within his organization and with 

customers ensure that projects move forward from the negotiation stage to implementation. I am also very 

impressed w this sense of urgency and customer advocacy to ensure that objectives are completed and 

timelines are satisfied. In sum, Pat is an excellent strategic and customer focuses sales executive with a 

demonstrated record of achievement.” XXXXXX, XXXXXXX 

ESTIMATED INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

• Collaboration Agreements, supply agreements, MOUs and LOIs place value at $X-XX USD 

• $ confidential 

• $ confidential 

• Expected to be cash positive within 18 months 



 
 

 

How do clients and shareholders respond? 

 

 

This appeared in the UK media after on seventy-five (75) days of engagement. 

The likeness and detail in this piece present a testament to the appreciation for results.  

 

Thank you 


